
 

 

 WEEKEND TRIPS IN BALEARIC ISLANDS 

  

NATURE AND CULTURAL HERITAGE 
 

A two days getaway to Mallorca, the biggest island of the Balearic Islands, so 
you can meet a nearby culture, landscapes where the mountain and sea fusion 
to offer a surprising natural spectacle.   
The capital, the city of Palma de Mallorca is within a 30 minutes flight from 
Barcelona. Accompanied by a private guide, we will explore the island, the most 
charismatic places of the historical downtown of Palma, we will get inside rural 
areas, taste their wines and their local products, we will relax by the sunset, 
while we look at the Mediterranean sea, we will sleep in a beautiful and charming 
hotel. The next day we will walk through the Serra de Tramontana, the 
mountainous area of the island, we will get in the gorges and achieve some hills 
with amazing views, we will also visit Sòller and finally the local cuisine will help 
us to regain our strength of these two intense days.  
We will feel Mallorca, its history, its culture, its nature and its gastronomy.  
“The Balearic way of life”.  
 
 
 
 
ITINERARY 
DAY 1: RECEPTION IN PALMA DE MALLORCA – CIUDAD DE PALMA – SERRA DE TRAMONTANA 
DAY 2: SERRA DE TRAMONTANA – SOLLER - BINIARRATX – PALMA DE MALLORCA - BARCELONA 
 

 



 

 

 
DETAILED ITINERARY 
 
DAY 1: RECEPTION IN PALMA DE MALLORCA – CIUDAD DE PALMA – SERRA DE TRAMONTANA 
We pick you up the clients at the airport and we’ll enjoy the Panoramic Palma visit: 
A tour around the city of Palma de Mallorca will take place, visiting museums and representative buildings, also 
discovering the secrets that this city hides. We will visit with a private guide the Castle of Bellver, the Almudaina, The 
Cathedral of Palma, the Arabic Baths and other highlights of the city.  
At noon, we will move to Banyalbufar, we will visit the wine cellar of Son Vives, in the Serra de Tramontana, where the 
wine “Malvasia” is made and where we will enjoy a tasting of wine and typical Majorcan products. We will have lunch in 
the wine cellar. 
After lunch, transport to the reserved hotel. We will rest during the afternoon, dinner in a terrace with a great sight of the 
sunset over the sea.  

 

  
 

 
DAY 2: SERRA DE TRAMONTANA – SOLLER - BINIARRATX – PALMA DE MALLORCA – BARCELONA 
We leave the hotel by 8 am with a private vehicle and a guide . After having breakfast in the hotel we will go to Soller, 
though a road that surrounds the Serra de Tramontana (World Heritage by UNESCO) to contemplate the marvellous 
sights that nature offers us. Once in Solle we will start our excursion to the gorge, this path was used in the past for 
peregrination to the Lluc monastery.  
At first the path is a sandy path, but it quickly turns into a stony path and sometimes it becomes staggered, this path will 
takes us to the defile of s’Estret, surrounded by terraces, in which we can find many olive trees. Once we go up to the 
defile we will be able to see how the walls get a overwhelming verticality searching for the Es Cornadors peaks. The 
ascend is very beautiful and it concludes in the Coll de l’Orfe from where we will be able to enjoy some spectacular views 
of the Cúber dam and where we will make a stop to gain some strength for the rest of the day.  
At the Cúber dam will conclude our excursion by foot and we will take a bus to the Posesión de Can Det, a Majorcan 
property of over 400 years old. We will visit this Soller’s house to enjoy a route inside it, where olive oil is still produced 
like it was in 1561, we also will watch a 5 minutes video about how it is made. Afterwards we will also visit a orange tree 
plantation (taking some pieces of fruit if we want to) later we will have a typical homemade lunch (cold) with bread, 
tomatoes, oil, cheese, ham, olives, flat “coca” bread, vegetables, toasted almonds and almond cake. The drinks will be 
water, wine and orange juice.  
After lunch the bus will take us back to the airport, always accompanied by our guide.   
 
 

 
 
NOTE: (This itinerary is a basic proposal, it can be extended, change its order, include meals, etc. So we can adjust to 
the availability and the budget of the client.)  



 

 

 
       

TAILORED DATES, ON CLIENT’S DEMAND  
The whole year, even though it’s recommended from September to June.  
 
MAXIMUM GROUP: 16 PEOPLE  - MINIMUM GROUP: 10 PEOPLE  
 
PRICE PER PERSON:    
The price is basically a guide and it depends on the time of the year, the number of people and the activities requested.   
For the described stage it would be 295 EUROS (VAT included), per person in a group of 4 people.  
 
 

DEMAND A TAILORED PROGRAM FOR YOUR AVAILABLE DATES AND BUDGET!  
 
INCLUDED 
- Accommodation in a double bedroom with bathroom in a rural charming hotel.   
- Full board with local food (breakfast, 2 lunches and dinner)   
- Companion guide through the whole trip and a mountain guide for the excursion.  
- Visit and tasting at Son Vives Wine House.  
- Visit to the Majorcan Can Det property.  
- The tickets needed for the visits at Palma (Bellver Castle, Arabic Baths...)  
 
 NOT INCLUDED 
- Round trip flights to Palma de Mallorca (around 120€ round trip depending on the season)  
- Drinks and personal expenses. 
- All the specified in the section “Included”  
 
OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS 
-Clothing and footwear according with the time of the year and comfortable for the excursion.   
-Sunscreen, cap and sunglasses. 
-Swimsuit and a towel for the most adventurous.  
 
   
RESERVATIONS:  
We request that, if possible, all reservations are made at least 2 months in advance by the payment of 50% of the total 
which should be credited to the following bank account. This is then accepted as confirmation of the reservation and the 
remainder should be paid 20 days prior to the start of the holiday. 
Visit Barcelona and visit Catalonia with Incoming Barcelona by Tarannà, your Incoming Travel Agency 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS 
For any further information please do not hesitate to contact: 
 
XAVIER SANTOS 
xavier@incomingbarcelona.net 
Vallespir, 174 - 08014 Barcelona.  
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TECHNICAL ORGANIZATION: 
GCMD 90 – Tarannà Club de Viatges, S.A. 
 
- We need your Passport document and a contact number for transportation and also for insurance reasons. 
- Cancellation Charges: Customer can always cancel his or her trip. The cancellation of services generates various types 
of expenses (management, cancellation and penalty). The amount of these costs depends on the date the cancellation is 
made in addition to the economic requirements of each service provider rest. Consult General Conditions. 
 
 
 
 

                 

     
 
 
Vallespir, 174 - 08014 Barcelona. Tel: 93 411 83 73 / Fax: 93 491 36 51 
E-mail: info@incomingbarcelona.net 
 

www.incomingbarcelona.net  
www.taranna.com    
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